Bacteriophage T5 DNA ejection under pressure.
The transfer of the bacteriophage genome from the capsid into the host cell is a key step of the infectious process. In bacteriophage T5, DNA ejection can be triggered in vitro by simple binding of the phage to its purified Escherichia coli receptor FhuA. Using electrophoresis and cryo-electron microscopy, we measure the extent of DNA ejection as a function of the external osmotic pressure. In the high pressure range (7-16 atm), the amount of DNA ejected decreases with increasing pressure, as theoretically predicted and observed for lambda and SPP1 bacteriophages. In the low and moderate pressure range (2-7 atm), T5 exhibits an unexpected behavior. Instead of a unique ejected length, multiple populations coexist. Some phages eject their complete genome, whereas others stop at some nonrandom states that do not depend on the applied pressure. We show that contrarily to what is observed for the phages SPP1 and lambda, T5 ejection cannot be explained as resulting from a simple pressure equilibrium between the inside and outside of the capsid. Kinetics parameters and/or structural characteristics of the ejection machinery could play a determinant role in T5 DNA ejection.